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Executive Summary

1.

This Executive Summary provides a high level review of the results for the Commercial and Industrial
(C&I) Customer Profile study that was conducted by DNV KEMA Energy & Sustainability (KEMA)
under the Massachusetts Large C&I Evaluation Contract (MA-LCIEC). This study involved the
collection, organization and analysis of energy efficiency program tracking data and billed usage data for
all Massachusetts C&I gas and electric customers served by the Massachusetts program administrators
(PAs). In this section, we state the study objectives, provide an overview of the research approach, present
some key findings from the compilation and analysis of PA-provided usage and program tracking data,
and summarize our conclusions and recommendations.

1.1

Overview of Objectives and Approach

The principle research objectives of this study were to:





Characterize the Massachusetts energy efficiency market by analyzing recent customer usage and
program participation data.
Develop a single database to provide a consistent source of program tracking and billing data to
support ongoing evaluation efforts.
Estimate the extent to which customers of various sizes and types participated in energy
efficiency programs during 2011.
Document the processes used to consolidate and normalize PA data, and recommend
enhancements to tracking systems to improve accuracy of results.

The LCIEC Team developed the work plan in collaboration with the PAs and the Energy Efficiency
Advisory Council (EEAC) Consultants. A high level synopsis of the research approach is as follows:




Compiled PA tracking and billing data: Issued request for information and collected files from
PAs. Project tracking data included 2011 installations, with savings reported as gross kWh or
gross therms. The savings estimates were not adjusted for realization rates or any net-to-gross
factors. Several years of billing history were requested for use in other evaluations. However, for
this study, 2010 billing data were used as the basis for comparison for the savings reflected in the
2011 project tracking data.
Consolidated and normalized data received: Built common definitions, rules and programs to
convert disparate data file contents into a singular structure. Merged billing and tracking data by
account, premise or location number, as available.
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Validated and organized information: Performed checks for data gaps and anomalies, and
developed several databases to support various analyses.
Summarized billing and tracking data: Classified accounts into sectors based on PA, end use,
business type and size category, then tabulated participant and overall population statistics for
each sector.
Analyzed participation rates and savings percent: For a number of sectors, this analysis
determined the percent of customers and energy consumption that participated in energy
efficiency programs in 2011. For participants, this analysis estimated average savings
percentages. The estimates presented in this report are defined as:
─ Participation Rate: the number of accounts participating in an energy efficiency program in
2011 divided by the total number of billing accounts.
─ Percent Savings Achieved: the total 2011 savings divided by the total 2010 billed usage.
─ Average Savings Percent: the total 2011 participant savings divided by the sum of the 2010
billed usage for those participants.

The information that was collected and analyzed for this study can provide some indication of the savings
achieved by customers in various sectors defined by PA, size, business type and load factor. However,
since only one year of energy efficiency project data were included, we did not attempt to estimate the
total saturation of measures in these sectors or forecast their market potential.

1.2

Summary of Key Results

This study produced a rich source of information that has already been used to support other evaluation
efforts, and will continue to provide data to MA-LCIEC projects that are just starting. Furthermore, the
results of analyses that have already been performed provide a good overview of recent energy efficiency
program activity for planning purposes. By segmenting the C&I customers over several different
dimensions and estimating participation rates and savings impacts for each group, we can evaluate the
extent to which customers of various types have been involved in the energy efficiency market during
2011.
The data were processed, merged, segmented and tabulated to produce many summaries to inform
discussions about the relative participation of the different groups. The results that are presented in this
report represent a subset of the available information. Given the data sets that have been developed, other
tabulations may be produced easily.
Highlights of the results include:
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The overall participation rates of all C&I customers in gas and electric programs were about 2.7%
and 2.2% respectively. These 2011 projects resulted in a reduction in energy use of about 2% for
electric and 1% for gas. Breakdowns by fuel and PA are shown in Figure 1-1. The total percent
savings achieved for an individual PA may be higher or lower than their participation rate. If the
total percent savings is greater than their participation rate, that is an indication that their projects
saved more, on average, than projects of other PAs.
Figure 1-1: Participation Rates and Total % Savings by PA
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When the population is segmented by size, it becomes clear that larger customers are more likely
to participate than smaller. Results for the electric sector are presented in Figure 1-2, where
electric accounts have been assigned to size categories based on their maximum demand (KW).
The highest participation rate occurred in the group of customers with demands over 5,000 KW.
Of the 78 accounts in that group, over half participated in electric energy efficiency programs in
2011. The number of customers in each size group varies significantly. In addition to percentage
results the number of participants and annual energy savings are included in Figure 1-2 to provide
context. Data for the gas sector is presented in Section 5.2.2.
Figure 1-2: Participation Rates and Total % Savings by Size – Electric

Usage Size
Category
<75 KW
75-300 KW

1,089

65.4

300-750 KW

519

61.3

750-1000 KW

82

15.3

1000-5000 KW

248

89.8

41

152.9

7,021

466

>5000 KW
Overall
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In order to plan future energy efficiency marketing activity, it is useful to view the population of
C&I customers segmented by Business Type. Twelve categories were defined for this project,
and the distribution of customers, usage and savings across them were analyzed. Figure 1-3
shows the distribution of kWh savings for electric projects by Business Type. Projects at facilities
classified as Industrial account for over 23% of the overall savings. Information about gas
projects may be found in Table 4-9 and a description of the methodology used for this analysis is
in Section 4.2.
Figure 1-3: Distribution of Tracking Savings by Business Type – Electric
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Participation rates by Business Type for the gas and electric sectors are provided in Figure 1-4.
These represent the percent of customers in each sector that participated in 2011 projects. More
information about the associated savings is included in Section 5.3. According to the data
provided, large percentages of Warehouse (number of participants = 123) and food Sales
(number of participants = 895) facilities participated in electric programs in 2011.
Figure 1-4: Participation Rates by Business Type
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Another way to characterize depth of savings is to calculate the average percent reduction in
usage realized by those customers who did participate in the programs. Overall, the average
customer saved about 9.3% of their annual consumption; this result was consistent across fuel
types. Figure 1-5 illustrates the relationship between customer size and their estimated average
percent savings. Smaller customers saved much more, as a percent of their annual use, than did
very large customers. Results for electric participants in six size categories are presented in
Section 5.2.1 but are aggregated into four categories here in order to compare them to gas. The
average electric customer savings follow a similar pattern as the average gas customer savings
over comparable size categories.
Figure 1-5: Average Percent Savings by Size – Gas and Electric
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The tracking data reveal information about the end uses that are impacted by the program savings.
In the electric sector, lighting dominates both the number of projects and savings. Refrigeration
and HVAC each represent about 10% of the projects, but HVAC projects are clearly larger, since
they account for 18% of the savings. A small number of Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
projects contribute 24% of the electric savings. The numbers behind these charts, as well as for
gas projects are provided in Section 4.1.
Figure 1-6: Electric Projects and Savings by End Use
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Based on the demand data provided for electric customers, an analysis of participation rates and
savings by load factor level was performed. Load factor is defined as the ratio of average hourly
use to peak demand. While low load factor customers participate at the lowest rate (3.5%), the
savings achieved is higher than the other load factor sectors, indicating that their average savings
are higher.
Figure 1-7 Electric Projects by Load Factor

1.3

Conclusions and Recommendations

Aside from collecting, consolidating and normalizing data from the PAs, this study was designed to
develop insights about the participation of different groups of customers in energy efficiency programs
and to make recommendations to improve the quality of this type of information for future analyses. The
following two sections provide highlights of these findings.
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1.3.1

Program Participation Results

Highlights of the results of the analyses of participation by sector include:










Custom vs. Prescriptive: The vast majority of savings in 2011 came from Custom projects (64%
of electric and 81% of gas). This would support a continuation of impact evaluation work to
ensure that methods used to calculate savings are effective.
End Uses: On the electric side, the end use categories with the highest 2011 savings were
Lighting, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
(HVAC). While impact evaluations are underway for Lighting and CHP, it has been several years
since the last HVAC study. For gas projects, most 2011 savings came from HVAC.
Business Type: The reliability of the estimated participation and savings rates by Business Type
is limited by the fact that only 59% of billing accounts could be assigned to a sector. However, it
appears that while only 1.8% of electric accounts classified as Healthcare participated, their
average savings was 23%. Similarly for gas, of the 3% of accounts classified as Healthcare and
Education, the average savings was high. This may indicate the potential for significantly more
savings in these sectors.
Account Size: Participation rates increase by account size for both gas and electric, reflecting the
individualized attention paid to these entities by PA account managers. However, the average
savings percent is highest for small gas and electric accounts.
Same PAs: The participation rate for gas customers with the same electric PA is 2.6%, which is
higher than the 1.6% participation rate for those with different electric PAs. This may be an
indication of the challenges faced in coordinating marketing efforts between PAs.

1.3.2

Data Quality

Based on the experience gained with billing and tracking data on this project, as well as other efforts
during previous years, the LCIEC Team offers the following list of recommendations for consideration to
improve the reliability and accuracy of data used as the foundation for evaluation:




Standardization of tracking database information about end uses and building types would
increase the accuracy of any information derived from the records received.
In order to evaluate overall customer participation, it is necessary to build the capability to link
accounts across fuels.
Leverage the baseline information collected here for other market characterization projects and
efforts to estimate savings opportunities in each sector.
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Incorporate checks to ensure that account numbers entered into tracking systems are accurate, and
correspond to those in billing systems.
If there is a need for more reliable information by business type, explore services and software to
use names and addresses instead of relying on PA designations.
Build on this one year snapshot with additional data going forward to accumulate program
participation history.
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Introduction

2.

This report summarizes the results of the C&I Customer Profile study that was conducted by DNV
KEMA Energy & Sustainability (KEMA) under the Massachusetts Large C&I Evaluation Contract (MALCIEC), on behalf of the Program Administrators and the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC).
The project involved the collection, organization and analysis of energy efficiency project tracking data
and billed energy usage for all Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial (C&I) gas and electric
customers. The statewide database developed from this project has already provided information upon
which other C&I impact and process evaluation work has been based. Once the data were collected and
consolidated, it was analyzed to produce summaries that characterize the current energy efficiency market
in Massachusetts.

2.1

Research Objectives

The primary goals of the C&I Customer Profile project were to:






Characterize the Massachusetts energy efficiency market by analyzing recent customer usage and
program participation data.
Collect comprehensive billing and tracking data for all C&I customers to develop a single
database to provide a consistent source of program tracking and billing data to support ongoing
evaluation efforts.
Estimate the extent to which customers of various sizes and types participated in energy
efficiency programs during 2011.
Document the processes used to consolidate and normalize PA data, and recommend
enhancements to tracking systems to improve accuracy of results in future studies.

2.2

Overview of Approach

The C&I Customer Profile project scope included the following tasks:






Issued request for billing and project tracking data for all C&I customers.
Developed a single repository and mapped all individual PA files into a consistent format.
Provided data extracts to MA-LCIEC and other impact and process evaluations.
Identified relevant customer sectors, such as business type and consumption level, that can be
supported by the data provided.
Summarized consumption and tracking data according to relevant customer sectors.
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Validated data by comparing totals to other available sources, including studies performed by
other consultants.
Tabulated the number of customers served by gas and electric PAs by zip code to determine the
number of gas customers served by the same electric PA.
Summarized participation rates and average savings percent by fuel, PA, and customer sector.
Reported key findings and recommendations about the quality of PA tracking data.
Documented procedures for data consolidation and normalization, and created tools that can be
used each year.

2.3

Organization of Report

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:










Section 3. Methodology Overview. Details about the processes developed to compile, organize
and analyze the information provided by the PAs are included in the Appendices to this report.
This section presents general descriptions of these processes for the following tasks:
─ Data Acquisition
─ Data Consolidation and Normalization
─ Data Validation and Organization
Section 4. Results of Tracking and Billing Data Analysis. In this section, summaries of
tracking and billing information are presented and discussed. Results include customer counts and
consumption totals for various sectors. A scheme for assigning customer accounts to Business
Type categories is described and the resulting distribution of customer savings and usage across
these categories is presented. A tabulation of customer counts by PA, based on zip code
assignments, is included to provide insight about the extent to which customers are served by the
same gas and electric PAs.
Section 5. Estimated Participation Rates and Savings Percentages. This section uses tracking
and billing data that have been merged to develop participation rates and savings percentages for
gas and electric customers by PA, size and Business Type.
Section 6. Conclusions and Recommendations. This section highlights the major findings of
the analyses, in terms of both the data collected and the market information derived from it.
Recommendations are made for improving the efficiency and accuracy of future studies of this
type.
Appendices
─ A. Data Acquisition Process
─ B. Data Request Document
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─

C. Data Consolidation and Normalization Procedures
─ D. Data Validation and Organization
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3.

Methodology Overview

This section provides a brief description of each of the major data processing steps. Further details about
these processes are included in the Appendices A through D.

3.1

Data Acquisition

In order to support this study, as well as other 2012 evaluation projects, a memo requesting billing and
tracking data for all C&I customers was issued to the PAs on April 23, 2012. For energy efficiency
projects completed in 2011, the request was for information about the customers, projects, equipment and
vendors involved. In addition, billing data from 2010 through the present was requested for all C&I
accounts. The billing data request included customer information and consumption records for each
billing period. A summary of the data acquisition process and the original data request memo are included
as Appendices A and B.
A wide variety of file types and formats were received in response to this request. As the data were
reviewed, gaps were identified and filled in by requesting additional files. By October 2012, a total of 166
billing and tracking data files were received from the eight PAs. The billing data included 15 million
records, and the tracking data files comprised over 68 thousand rows.

3.2

Data Consolidation and Normalization

The process for converting all data into a consistent format began with the development of mapping logic
for each PA file. The logic converted all of the PA’s variable names, which varied by program and time
period, into a common set of target data elements. Savings and usage data were aggregated as needed to
achieve consistency and provide the appropriate level for each analysis. The highest level of aggregation
is by account or premise number, which represents a specific customer location in most cases. No attempt
was made to aggregate accounts within the same corporate entities. While one corporate entity may make
energy-related decisions for many accounts, the effort required to identify these associations would be
significant, and was beyond the scope of this study.
Tracking data were normalized in one of two ways. Simple conversions, such as measurement units and
variable formats were made as the data were read in. Others, such as end use and business type, were
translated by creating logic to map each value found in the data to a standard category.
Normalization of billing data was more complex due to variations in billing periods, adjustment records
and aggregation levels across the PAs. Steps were taken to spread each usage amount across the days in
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its billing period, calculate total daily usage for each account, then determine monthly and annual totals
by account. Where gaps occurred, data were prorated to estimate the monthly and annual totals. A more
detailed description of this process is provided in Appendix C.
Once the billing and tracking data were aggregated to an account level, they were combined by account.
The success rate on this merge varied by PA, but overall, 86% of tracking accounts were matched. The
electric data matched percentage was very good, at 93%, while the gas data matched percentage was 70%.

3.3

Data Validation and Organization

After the billing and tracking account level data were merged, several checks were performed to identify
major data issues. Ratios were calculated for each account to identify cases where reported savings far
exceeded use; investigations revealed some systematic problems that were resolved. Another type of
validation involved comparing the total customer counts and usage derived from the PA data to other
sources. In most cases, the PA data looked reasonable.
The consolidated and normalized billing and tracking data were stored at several different aggregation
levels to meet the needs of these analyses, as well as other evaluation work. Details about this task are
included as Appendix D.
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4.

Results of Tracking and Billing Data Analysis

The tracking data received for this project was first summarized according to some sectors of interest such
as fuel, PA and End Use. In Section 4.1, tables are provided which illustrate the distribution of 2011
projects and savings across these dimensions. These results include all commercial and industrial
customers (small and large). In Section 4.2, the tracking and billing data are combined, and accounts are
assigned to Business Type Categories. The combined data are used to characterize the program
participants and the entire C&I customer population, and to reveal participation rates in key sectors such
as business type and usage size category later in Section 5. In Section 4.3, a special analysis is presented
in which billing data are analyzed by zip code to determine the amount of overlap between gas and
electric PAs.
The basic unit of analysis in this section is customer account. There were 471,937 gas and electric
customers in the 2010 billing data population. The intent was to represent the usage and savings for each
customer location. Due to the fact that some PA tracking systems store project data at a more detailed
level, and the possibility that customer may implement multiple measures at a single location, the tracking
data were aggregated to the appropriate level of detail for each analysis. Where savings are reported by
track (custom vs. prescriptive estimates of savings) or end use, the number of records considered is
greater than the number of accounts. At this level of detail there were 13,143 records analyzed. Most of
the analyses of participation rates and savings percent were based on tracking records that were
aggregated to the customer account level. There were 10,918 account level records analyzed and reported
in this section.

4.1

Tracking Data Summaries

Savings from energy efficiency projects completed in 2011 were analyzed by Fuel, PA, Track, End Use
and Savings Size categories. The results of each are summarized in the tables in this section. These tables
provide an indication of where savings are being achieved, based on these categories. They may help to
inform future decisions about where to focus future impact evaluation efforts to maximize value in terms
of confirming savings estimates.
InallbuttheSavingsSizetables,the“project”countsareactuallyuniqueoccurrencesoffuel,PA,
account, track and end use. In the Savings Size tables, records are aggregated to unique fuel, PA and
accounts to calculate the total savings amounts. Table 4-1 shows an overview of projects counts and
savings for both electric and gas PAs by track (with savings expressed in the appropriate units for each).
The intent of the track designation (Custom vs. Prescriptive) was to reflect the savings calculation
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method. However, upon closer inspection for impact evaluation work, it became clear that some PAs
applied the term to the approach to project delivery instead. Wherever possible, data were adjusted to
reflect the intended distinction. This table indicates that while there are many more Prescriptive than
Custom projects, the majority of program savings are classified as Custom. This is especially apparent
among the Gas PAs, where over 80% of savings were achieved through the 15% of projects classified as
Custom. There are significant differences across PAs, with CLC and WMECO indicating that only about
one quarter of their savings were achieved by Custom projects. The high Columbia Gas Custom
percentage is due to the fact that they did not include Direct Install projects in their tracking data.
Table 4-1: Tracking Statistics by Fuel, PA and Track

Summaries of projects and savings by End Use for electric and gas PAs follow as Table 4-2 and
Table 4-3, respectively. The vast majority of electric projects and savings are associated with Lighting. In
terms of savings, other significant electric end uses are Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
(HVAC) and Combined Heat and Power (CHP). Even though there were only 14 projects identified as
CHP, their savings account for 24% of the overall electric C&I program. The second highest End Use, in
terms of project counts, is Refrigeration, but it only accounts for 4% of total electric savings.
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Table 4-2: Tracking Data Statistics by End Use - Electric
Electric End Uses
End Use

Projects*

KWh Savings % of Projects

% of KWh
Savings

CHP

14

131,662,267

0.15%

24.28%

Comp. Design

17

12,208,760

0.18%

2.25%

Food Service

1

10,712

0.01%

0.00%

898

95,512,428

9.76%

17.61%

26

124,959

0.28%

0.02%

6,498

208,882,856

70.61%

38.52%

481

19,030,318

5.23%

3.51%

Others

66

6,992,194

0.72%

1.29%

Process

249

45,454,066

2.71%

8.38%

Refrigeration

953

22,406,925

10.36%

4.13%

9,203

542,285,484

100.00%

100.00%

HVAC
Hot Water
Lighting
Motors/Drives

Total

* Counts represent unique combinations of account, track and end use, and
may exceed the number of projects.

Most gas savings are achieved by HVAC projects, although Food Service and Hot Water also represent a
significant number of projects.
Table 4-3: Tracking Data Statistics by End Use - Gas
Gas End Uses
End Use

Projects*

Therms
% of Projects % of Therms
Savings
Savings
646,597
28.78%
6.61%

Food Service

1,134

HVAC

1,665

6,907,875

42.26%

70.61%

Hot Water

948

1,020,785

24.06%

10.43%

Others

161

623,825

4.09%

6.38%

Process

32

584,325

0.81%

5.97%

3,940

9,783,407

100.00%

100.00%

Total

* Counts represent unique combinations of account, track and end use, and
may exceed the number of projects.
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In an attempt to look at the distribution of projects by the amount saved, we grouped them into categories
based on savings size. In Table 4-4, size categories are defined (somewhat arbitrarily) according to the
maximum savings values in the third column. Clearly, the distribution is skewed, with many small
projects accounting for very little total savings and far fewer large projects accounting for large
percentages of the savings. In the gas sector, for example, 32 very large projects represent almost 42% of
the total savings achieved.
Table 4-4: Tracking Data Statistics by Savings Size Category
Fuel

Size Category

Electric

Small

Maximum
Savings
4,000 KWh

Number of
Projects *
1,748

Total Savings **

% of Projects

% of Savings

3,764,627

23.15%

0.69%

Electric

Medium 1

11,000 KWh

1,958

13,786,944

25.93%

2.54%

Electric

Medium 2

34,000 KWh

1,980

39,132,673

26.23%

7.22%

Electric

Large

92,000 KWh

1,112

61,793,065

14.73%

11.39%

Electric

Very Large

58,196,407 KWh

Electric

Total

752

423,808,176

9.96%

78.15%

7,550

542,285,485

100.00%

100.00%
8.95%

Gas

Small

800 Therms

2,593

875,685

76.47%

Gas

Medium

3,700 Therms

468

753,435

13.80%

7.70%

Gas

Large

63,000 Therms

298

4,060,952

8.79%

41.51%

Gas

Very Large

544,330 Therms

32

4,093,336

0.94%

41.84%

Gas

Total

3,391

9,783,408

100.00%

100.00%

* Counts represent unique combinations of account, track and end use. May exceed the number of projects.
** Savings are in KWh for Electric and Therms for Gas

4.2

Business Sector Assignment

One of the areas of particular interest to the PAs is the distribution of savings and consumption by
business sector. Unfortunately, the designation of business type is often not available or, when it is
provided, it is unreliable. While business sector was one of the key elements requested for both billing
and tracking data, only 34% of billing and 84% of tracking records included it. In many cases, the values
that were included in the data were meaningless (9999, 0, Unknown, etc.). Therefore, this task included
an attempt to supplement the data provided by the PAs with business type assignments based on customer
names.
In order to meet the objectives of this study, it was necessary to classify as many accounts as possible into
a business type category. Based on the total numbers of customers in these categories, summaries of
energy efficiency participation could be created. The first step in this process was to define the categories
into which customers would be grouped. We reviewed the major categories defined in the following
sources:
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EIA Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS)
North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
Market study performed by another consultant for NSTAR and NGRID in 2011

In consideration of these conventions as well as the upcoming requirements of market characterization
work planned for other MA-LCIEC projects, we defined the eleven categories listed in Table 4-5. If there
is a need for more or fewer categories, or to change the businesses included in each, these can be revised
and summary tables rerun. It should be noted that the accuracy of results will diminish as the data are
further segmented.
Table 4-5: Business Type Categories and Definitions
Business Type
Education

Groups Included

NAICS Codes *
61*

Food Sales

Schools, Colleges, Educational
Services
Food and Beverage Stores

Food Service

Restaurants, Cafes, Lounges

722*

Healthcare

Hospitals, Doctors, Clinics

62*

Lodging

Hotels, Inns

721*

Manufacturing / Industrial
Office

Factories, Utilities, Waste
Management
Offices, Banks, Municipal Buildings

Public Assembly

Recreation, Arts, Religious Worship

11*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 31*, 32*, 33*,
562*
51*, 52*, 54*, 55*, 561*, 813*
(except 8131), 92*
71*, 8131

Retail

Stores, Gas Stations, Salons,
Wholesale
Storage

42*, 44* (except 445*), 45*, 53*,
811*, 812*
49*

Warehouse
Other

Multifamily, Transportation,
Agriculture
* indicates all values included with these first 2 or 3 digits

445*

48*, 11*, 21*

Once categories were defined, the building type designations delivered with the billing and tracking data
were mapped to these categories. These included NAICS codes, SIC codes, and text labels. SIC codes
were converted to NAICS using cross reference information from the US Census Bureau.
After customers were assigned to these categories based on the available business type data, there were
still a substantial number of accounts that were unclassified. Customer names for unclassified accounts
were reviewed to identify common key words that could be associated with business categories. As a
result, over 160 key words were identified and used to complete a significant number of additional
assignments. Finally, the top 100 customer names (based on billed usage) were reviewed and assigned to
categories wherever possible. The resulting percentage of accounts that we were able to classify in the
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billing data and tracking data are shown in Table 4-6 and Table 4-7, respectively. The overall percent
assigned increased to 58% of billing and 93% of tracking accounts.
Table 4-6: Final Percent Business Type Assigned – Billing Accounts
Billing Business Types after NAICS and Name Assignment
Fuel

PA

% Business Type
Available
38%

Electric

CLC

Electric

NGRID

64%

107,465

168,576

Electric

NSTAR

64%

82,156

127,569

Electric

UNITIL

46%

1,479

3,191

Electric

WMECO

Electric

Total

Frequency Business Type Total Number of Accounts
Available
9,409
24,557

73%

15,976

21,746

63%

216,485

345,639

Gas

BERKSHIRE

53%

2,294

4,330

Gas

COLUMBIA

23%

9,208

40,484

Gas

NEW ENGLAND

61%

2,529

4,154

Gas

NGRID

48%

23,123

48,135

Gas

NSTAR

75%

21,056

27,985

Gas

UNITIL

55%

665

1,210

Gas

Total

47%

58,875

126,298

Overall

Total

58%

275,360

471,937

Table 4-7: Final Percent Business Types Assigned – Tracking Accounts
Tracking Business Types after NAICS and Name Assignment
Fuel

PA

Electric

CLC

Electric

NGRID

94%

2,578

2,735

Electric

NSTAR

98%

3,537

3,598

Electric

UNITIL

80%

37

46

Electric

WMECO

99%

681

685

Electric

% Business Type Frequency Business Type
Total Number of Accounts
Available
Available
70%
340
486

95%

7,173

7,550

Gas

BERKSHIRE

Total

63%

55

87

Gas

COLUMBIA

69%

217

316

Gas

NEW ENGLAND

82%

23

28

Gas

NGRID

91%

2,065

2,268

Gas

NSTAR

94%

603

642

Gas

UNITIL

74%

20

27

Gas

Total

89%

2,983

3,368

Overall

Total

93%

10,156

10,918
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Given these relatively low percentages of accounts with Business Type assignments in the billing data,
some findings by business type may not be very accurate. Since more tracking accounts were classified
than billing accounts, the participation rates in some categories are probably overstated. However, the
summaries do provide general conclusions based on the available data. Additional efforts could be funded
to review more names manually, or acquire software or a service to match addresses to business
customers (and then addresses to accounts).
Based on the tracking data provided, and the assignments made to Business Types as described in this
section, the distribution of participants and savings by sector was analyzed. Table 4-8 presents the results
derived from the electric tracking data. The largest sectors are Retail and Office, in terms of numbers of
participants. The Industrial and Food Sales sectors account for more savings than any others. The fact that
the percent savings achieved by Retail and Office facilities is much lower than the percent participating
indicates that the projects in these sectors are relatively small. On the other hand, Healthcare and
Industrial projects saved significantly more on average, as compared to the other sectors.
Table 4-8: Distribution of Electric Participants and Savings by Business Type
Participants and Savings by Business Type - Electric
Business Type
Category

% of
Participants

KWh Savings

% of KWh
Savings

Education

483

6.4%

43,804,289

8.1%

Food Sales

895

11.9%

96,344,261

17.8%

Food Service

686

9.1%

13,363,273

2.5%

Healthcare

174

2.3%

88,860,074

16.4%

93

1.2%

6,821,911

1.3%

490

6.5%

126,552,737

23.3%

Office

1,606

21.3%

75,120,112

13.9%

Other

101

1.3%

5,090,181

0.9%

Public Assembly

211

2.8%

5,343,864

1.0%

2,311

30.6%

57,772,526

10.7%

Unclassified

377

5.0%

17,047,354

3.1%

Warehouse

123

1.6%

6,164,903

1.1%

7,550

100.0%

542,285,484

100.0%

Lodging
Industrial

Retail

Overall

KEMA, Inc
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Table 4-9 presents the results derived from the gas tracking data. Participation rates for the Office and
Food Service sectors are much higher than the others. The highest percent of therms savings were also
achieved in the Office sector at 32%, with Healthcare being the next highest at 13.9%. The fact that the
27% of participants that were in Food Service only accounted for 5.4% of the savings indicates that the
projects were relatively small.
Table 4-9: Distribution of Gas Participants and Savings by Business Type
Participants and Savings by Business Type - Gas
Business Type
Category
Education
Food Sales

% of
Therms Savings
Participants
4.3%
1,194,991

% of Therms
Savings
12.2%

51

1.5%

26,285

0.3%

910

27.0%

527,332

5.4%

Healthcare

69

2.0%

1,355,261

13.9%

Lodging

42

1.2%

291,255

3.0%

Industrial

69

2.0%

1,042,596

10.7%

Office

1,306

38.8%

3,167,335

32.4%

Other

56

1.7%

217,928

2.2%

Public Assembly

77

2.3%

105,243

1.1%

Retail

252

7.5%

476,253

4.9%

Unclassified

385

11.4%

1,331,443

13.6%

7

0.2%

47,484

0.5%

3,368

100.0%

9,783,407

100.0%

Food Service

Warehouse
Overall

KEMA, Inc
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4.3

Billing Data Summary of Gas and Electric Accounts by PA
Service Territory

The data provided for this study made it possible to explore the overlaps between gas and electric PA
service areas. While it is not possible to identify individual customers according to their gas and electric
PAs, it is possible to determine total numbers served by the same and different PAs. This information is
useful to determine whether the challenges presented by having different gas and electric energy
efficiency providers are resulting in lower participation rates.
Initially, the zip code information provided by the PAs in billing data were used to assign each account to
a gas and electric PA, based on the mapping provided by each. In some cases, no zip codes were included
in the billing data; these accounts were excluded. A small number of towns were split between two PAs;
in these cases the predominant PA was assigned to simplify these results. Table 4-10 presents the results
of this analysis. All of the three PAs that distribute both gas and electric, namely NGRID, NSTAR and
Unitil, deliver gas to the majority of their electric customers. Opportunities for joint marketing of
programs exist for these, as well as for other companies with overlapping service territories.
Table 4-10: Electric Accounts Served by Gas PAs
Number of Electric Customers Served by Gas PAs *
Gas PA
Electric PA
CLC

Berkshire
-

Columbia
-

NGRID
20,508

NSTAR
-

Other

Unitil

Total

4,556

-

25,064

NGRID

3,494

34,852

58,861

20,549

15,662

1,282

134,700

NSTAR

-

5,411

58,206

29,179

1,777

-

94,573

Unitil

-

-

2,799

3,190

Wmeco
Total

8,441

11,388

11,935

51,651

389

-

2

-

-

1,937

-

21,766

23,934

4,081

279,293

137,964

49,728

Looking at these data from the perspective of gas customers, Table 4-11 shows that only 28% are served
by the same electric PA. The large percentages of gas customers that are served by the same PA in
NGRID, NSTAR and Unitil territories present an opportunity for cross-selling. To examine the extent to
which this opportunity has been exploited, we calculated participation rates for two groups: the first being
those gas customers served by the same electric PA and the second being those served by a different PA.
Table 4-12 indicates that there is a higher participation rate when a gas customer is served by the same
electric PA, with 2.6% participating as compared to 1.6% of those with a different electric PA. The
difference is an indication of the challenge that exists to coordinate PA marketing efforts.
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Table 4-11: Gas Customers Served by Same Electric PA
Percent of Gas Customers Served by Same Electric PA
Gas PA

Total Gas
Customers
4,330

Same Electric
PA
-

Columbia

40,368

-

NGRID

48,135

18,219

37.85%

NSTAR

27,985

16,486

58.91%

Berkshire

% Same
0.00%
0.00%

New England

3,887

-

0.00%

Unitil

1,210

888

73.39%

125,915

35,593

28.27%

Total

Table 4-12: Gas Participation Rates by Electric PA Status
Participation Rates - Gas
Number of
Participants
Same Electric PA

Number of
Billed
Customers

Therms
Savings

Therms
Usage

%
Participating

% Savings
Achieved

910

35,593

2,548,880

262,773,352

2.6%

1.0%

Different Electric PA

1,419

90,322

5,347,644

767,138,747

1.6%

0.7%

Overall

2,329

125,915

7,896,524

1,029,912,099

1.8%

0.8%
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Estimated Participation Rates and Savings Percent

5.

A key goal of this project was to analyze differences in participation levels across different types of
customers. Based on the available electric tracking and billing data, we segmented all accounts into the
following groups:






Participant Status – based on 2011 projects
Fuel and PA
Usage Size – based on maximum demand (KW) for electric and therms for gas
Business Type
Load Factor – ratio of average to maximum demand (electric only)

The combined billing and tracking data sets were then used to calculate the following statistics for each
sector:




Participation Rate is the number of accounts participating in an energy efficiency program in
2011 divided by the total number of billing accounts.
Percent Savings Achieved is the total 2011 savings divided by the total 2010 billed usage.
Average Savings Percent is the total 2011 participant savings divided by the sum of the 2010
billed usage for those participants. (Only tracking data that has a match in billing by account is
included)

For purposes of this analysis, 2010 annual (prorated) billed usage was used as the baseline to which 2011
savings were compared. Although 2011 billing data were available, they were not used because projects
completed in 2011 would have impacted usage levels.
Section 5.1 provides these statistics by fuel and PA. In addition, it presents the results of an analysis of
the relationship between savings amounts and account size.
Then, Sections 5.2 and 5.3 divide the electric and gas markets into sectors defined by usage size and
business type, respectively. The electric size sectors also include a breakdown by load factor.

5.1

Overall Participation Rates and Average Savings Percent

Table 5-1 illustrates the extent to which customers participated in electric programs in 2011. Overall,
2.2% of accounts participated. The savings that these accounts achieved reduced the overall PA usage by
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1.9%. There is not much variation across the larger PAs, but Unitil appears to have achieved the most
savings as a percent of usage.
Table 5-1: Electric Participation Rates by PA
Participation Rates - Electric
PA

Number of
Participants
486

Number of
Billed
Customers
24,557

NGRID

2,735

NSTAR
UNITIL

CLC

WMECO
Overall

KWh Savings

KWh Usage

% Participating

%
Savings
Achieved
2.0%
1.0%

9,756,890

956,613,363

168,576

225,615,350

13,316,646,108

1.6%

1.7%

3,598

127,569

252,476,175

11,424,674,537

2.8%

2.2%

46

3,191

17,831,022

213,482,486

1.4%

8.4%

685

21,746

36,606,047

2,207,290,336

3.2%

1.7%

7,550

345,639

542,285,484

28,118,706,830

2.2%

1.9%

An overview of gas participation by PA is provided in Table 5-2. The average customer participation rate
is 2.7% which is only slightly higher than that for electric. The PA with the highest gas participation rate
and percent savings achieved is National Grid, at 4.7% and 1.6% respectively. We know that the numbers
for Columbia Gas and Berkshire Gas are understated, due to the fact that tracking data for accounts
participating in Direct Install projects were not provided. The overall savings achieved by gas projects, as
a percent of the total PA usage is less than that for electric, at 0.9%.
Table 5-2: Gas Participation Rates by PA
Participation Rates - Gas
PA

Number of
Participants

Number of
Therms Savings
Billed
Customers
4,330
141,136

Therms Usage

% Participating

% Savings
Achieved

36,237,789

2.0%

0.4%

BERKSHIRE

87

COLUMBIA

316

40,484

1,499,428

354,335,158

0.8%

0.4%

28

4,154

118,245

25,385,401

0.7%

0.5%

NGRID

2,268

48,135

5,548,285

340,243,813

4.7%

1.6%

NSTAR

642

27,985

2,396,630

265,385,024

2.3%

0.9%

UNITIL

27

1,210

79,683

10,908,727

2.2%

0.7%

3,368

126,298

9,783,407

1,032,495,913

2.7%

0.9%

NEW ENGLAND

Overall

The previous two tables include a measure of percent savings achieved that includes the entire population
ofbillingcustomers’usageinthedenominator.Anotherwaytolookatprogram impacts is to consider the
savings achieved by the customers who participated in the programs. This statistic is referred to as
Average Savings Percent in this report and is presented in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4. For the Average
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Savings Percent analysis, only those tracking accounts that could be matched in billing data were
included. The average savings achieved by electric participants was 9.3%. The rates are fairly consistent
across electric PAs, with NSTAR having the highest at 12.4% and WMECO having the lowest at 5.9%.
Table 5-3: Average Savings Percent by PA - Electric
Average Percent Savings for Electric Paricipants
PA

KWh Savings

CLC

KWh Usage

% Savings

6,144,248

85,390,884

7.2%

NGRID

217,407,057

2,701,869,516

8.0%

NSTAR

211,966,486

1,712,311,822

12.4%

UNITIL

3,613,392

44,781,533

8.1%

26,792,112

451,430,148

5.9%

465,923,295

4,995,783,903

9.3%

WMECO
Overall

The overall Average Savings Percent for gas participants is the same as that for electric participants, at
9.3%.Unitil’spercent savings are significantly higher than the other PAs. We suspect that some of their
billing data are incorrect, but have been unable to confirm or correct it at the time of this report. Given
that Unitil is the smallest gas PA, it is not likely that their results adversely impact the overall results in
this table or the results by sector, which follows.
Table 5-4: Average Savings Percent by PA - Gas
Average Percent Savings for Gas Participants
PA

Therms Savings

BERKSHIRE

Therms Usage

% Savings

129,406

842,022

15.4%

1,058,354

14,909,780

7.1%

111,130

1,394,600

8.0%

NGRID

4,203,333

33,183,385

12.7%

NSTAR

2,315,564

34,739,540

6.7%

UNITIL

79,298

280,367

28.3%

7,897,084

85,349,694

9.3%

COLUMBIA
NEW ENGLAND

Overall

One additional analysis was performed for the overall combined tracking and billing data. We attempted
to confirm (or reject) the assumption that has been made in other studies that savings amounts are a
reasonable proxy for account size. These studies, primarily process evaluations, have used this proxy to
stratify samples to get a representative mix of large and small accounts. As illustrated in
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Figure 5-1 for electric data and Figure 5-2 for gas data, some relationship between these two
measurements does exist, but it varies tremendously from customer to customer. The strength of the
relationship between annual usage and savings may be measured by the R2 statistic, which is shown here
to be very low. As such, savings size should only be used as a rough indicator of usage size when no other
information is available.
Figure 5-1: Relationship between Electric Savings and Electric Usage
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Figure 5-2: Relationship between Gas Savings and Gas Usage
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5.2

Participation by Account Size

A major goal of evaluating participation by customer size category was addressed by assigning each
account a size indicator based on their 2010 annual usage data. The definitions of the size categories
were somewhat arbitrary, and may be changed in the future to better suit client needs. On the electric side,
maximum demand (KW) was used instead of kWh consumption because recent discussions about serving
mid-sized customers have tended to define them in terms of demand. Billed KW demand values were
provided in electric billing data. There are many customers that are billed on kWh only; they are
representedinthe“Small”category.
For each segment, the same three statistics were calculated (Participation Rate, Percent Savings Achieved,
and Average Savings Percent) as were defined above. The numbers of participants and savings in the
Account Size tables are lower than those presented by PA or Business Sector because an account match
between billing and tracking is required to determine size.
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5.2.1

Electric Participation by Account Size

The results of these analyses for electric participants follow in Table 5-5 and Table 5-6. It is clear that the
participation rate increases with account size. While 5,042 small accounts participated, they only
represent 1.5% of the customers and 1.1% of the usage in their sector. At the other end of the spectrum,
over half of the customers with demands above 5,000 KW participated at some level, achieving a savings
of 12.2% of their sector.
Table 5-5: Participation Rates by Account Size - Electric
Participation Rates - Electric
Usage Size
Category

Number of
Participants

<75 KW

5,042

Number of
Billed
Customers
327,236

75-300KW

KWh Savings

KWh Usage

81,266,292

7,734,904,093

% Participating

%
Savings
Achieved
1.5%
1.1%

1,089

13,606

65,350,829

5,981,721,548

8.0%

1.1%

300-750KW

519

3,326

61,307,063

5,569,696,232

15.6%

1.1%

750-1000KW

82

493

15,299,023

1,561,748,396

16.6%

1.0%

1000-5000K

248

900

89,836,336

6,018,647,877

27.6%

1.5%

41

78

152,863,753

1,251,988,685

52.6%

12.2%

7,021

345,639

465,923,295

28,118,706,830

2.0%

1.7%

>5000KW
Overall

When we look at the average savings for participants as a percent of their annual usage in Table 5-6, it
appears that the participating customers at both ends of the size spectrum realize the highest average
percent savings. The overall average percent savings is 9.3%; this reflects the large amount of usage
represented by the customer groups with demands between 300 KW and 5,000 KW. Customers in the
smallest and largest size categories achieved the highest average savings percent of 22.9% and 18.4%
respectively.
Table 5-6: Average Percent Savings by Account Size - Electric
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Inanattempttounderstandwhetheracustomer’sloadfactorinfluencedeithertheirdecisiontoparticipate
or their average percent savings, the electric demand-metered accounts were segmented into four load
factor categories.Forpurposesofthisanalysis,loadfactorisdefinedastheratiobetweenanaccount’s
average and maximum demand in 2010 (where average demand is calculated by dividing the total annual
usage by the number of hours in a year). It is an indicator of howflatorsteadyacustomer’sloadprofile
is. A high load factor indicates a flatter profile, i.e. similar usage in most hours, while a low load factor
indicates that the profile has more spikes.
The data presented in Table 5-7 are based on the subset of electric customer accounts whose bills include
a demand component (5,056 of the 7,021 accounts). These accounts include those in the KW size
categories above 75 KW shown above, as well as some in the < 75 KW size category that have demand
billing. There is variation in participation rates across the load factor categories, from 3.5% to 9.2%. The
participation rate increases with increasing load factor, except for the Very High category, which includes
only 69 rather unique accounts. It seems logical that higher load factor customers would be a good target
for energy efficiency, since their use is level over more hours, and should result in higher savings.
Table 5-7: Participation Rates by Load Factor Category

Table 5-8 illustrates that average percent savings vary significantly across the load factor categories, with
low load factor customers saving much more than high load factor customers. This reinforces the findings
in Table 5-7 by showing that the average percent savings for low load factor customers is 24.5%. This is
somewhat surprising, and would require further analysis to disaggregate this sector by size and/or
business type to see what is driving the result.
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Table 5-8: Average Percent Savings by Load Factor Category
Average Percent Savings for Electric Paricipants
Load Factor Category

Maximum Value

KWh Savings

KWh Usage

% Savings

Low

30%

159,823,622

651,606,195

24.5%

Medium

50%

94,297,345

1,233,457,020

7.6%

High

75%

170,146,991

2,539,064,248

6.7%

100%

17,169,700

495,922,486

3.5%

441,437,658

4,920,049,949

9.0%

Very High
Overall

5.2.2

Gas Participation by Account Size

The results of the participation rates and average percent savings analyses for gas accounts by size
category follow in Table 5-9 and Table 5-10. The definitions of the usage size categories are given in the
second column as the maximum therms for each. The participation rates for gas accounts follows the
same trend as that for electric accounts, with larger customers participating at a higher rate than small
customers. The overall participation rate of 1.8% is also similar to the electric results (shown in
Table 5-5). The total percent savings achieved in the gas sector is only 0.8% of the overall billed usage, as
compared to 1.7% for electric. This is due to the fact that the largest gas customers saved less, on average,
than the largest electric customers.
Table 5-9: Participation Rates by Account Size - Gas
Participation Rates - Gas
Usage Size
Category
Small
Medium
Large
Very Large
Overall

KEMA, Inc

Maximum Value
(Therms)

Number of
Participants

Number of
Therms Savings
Billed
Customers
110,058
990,541

Therms Usage

%
Participating

% Savings
Achieved

8,000

1,448

172,961,057

1.3%

0.6%

80,000

770

14,918

2,359,033

312,998,254

5.2%

0.8%

1,000,000

94

1,242

3,211,538

263,546,098

7.6%

1.2%

48,753,283

19

80

1,335,973

282,990,504

23.8%

0.5%

2,331

126,298

7,897,084

1,032,495,913

1.8%

0.8%
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The trend in the average percent savings by account size for gas is similar to that for electric, where
smaller customers save relatively more than larger customers. One difference with gas is that the higher
value for the largest customers is not observed like it is for electric.
Table 5-10: Average Percent Savings by Account Size - Gas
Average Percent Savings for Gas Participants
Usage Size Category
Small
Medium
Large
Very Large

Maximum Value
(Therms)
8,000

Therms Savings
1,031,816

4,016,511

25.7%

80,000

2,327,384

15,780,695

14.7%

1,000,000

3,134,456

26,894,158

11.7%

48,753,283

1,335,973

37,874,919

3.5%

7,829,628

84,566,284

9.3%

Overall

5.3

Therms Usage

% Savings

Participation by Business Type Category

In order to evaluate participation rates and average percent savings by business type, accounts were
assigned to categories as described in Section 4.2. Due to data limitations, only 58% of billing accounts
and 93% of tracking accounts could be assigned. As a result, the results presented in this section may
overstate participation in some sectors and should be used with an appropriate level of caution.

5.3.1

Electric Participation by Business Type Category

Based on the tracking and data presented in Table 5-11, it appears that the participation rate is highest in
the Warehouse and Food Sales sectors. However, the percent of savings achieved in those sectors
indicates that the projects included are not large, as compared to some of the other sectors. Nevertheless,
they still achieved the highest percent savings. As seen in previous sections, 2011 projects have achieved
a 1.9% impact on total electricity use.
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Table 5-11: Participation Rates by Business Type - Electric
Participation Rates - Electric
Business Type
Category
Education

483

Number of
Billed
Customers
6,774

43,804,289

1,757,903,615

Food Sales

895

3,919

96,344,261

1,103,230,211

22.8%

8.7%

Food Service

686

15,066

13,363,273

1,492,186,766

4.6%

0.9%

Healthcare

174

8,717

88,860,074

1,554,149,162

2.0%

5.7%

93

1,929

6,821,911

451,908,159

4.8%

1.5%

Lodging
Industrial

Number of
Participants

KWh Savings

KWh Usage

% Participating

%
Savings
Achieved
7.1%
2.5%

490

16,240

126,552,737

3,066,893,508

3.0%

4.1%

Office

1,606

61,071

75,120,112

5,280,492,235

2.6%

1.4%

Other

101

9,486

5,090,181

657,492,348

1.1%

0.8%

Public Assembly

211

5,976

5,343,864

407,369,293

3.5%

1.3%

2,311

86,951

57,772,526

4,505,870,858

2.7%

1.3%

Unclassified

377

129,154

17,047,354

7,736,986,003

0.3%

0.2%

Warehouse

123

356

6,164,903

104,224,673

34.6%

5.9%

7,550

345,639

542,285,484

28,118,706,830

2.2%

1.9%

Retail

Overall
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Table 5-12 includes the estimated average percent savings for electric participants in each of the Business
Type sectors. Overall, the average electric participant saved about 9.3% after installing energy efficient
measures. The results for Healthcare stand out, with the participating accounts saving an average of
23.3%.
Table 5-12: Average Percent Savings by Business Type - Electric
Average Percent Savings for Electric Paricipants
Business Type
Category
Education

KWh Usage

% Savings

43,804,289

558,362,969

7.8%

Food Sales

19,982,072

383,030,641

5.2%

Food Service

13,363,273

206,418,743

6.5%

Healthcare

88,860,074

381,814,618

23.3%

6,821,911

119,033,956

5.7%

126,552,737

1,307,830,885

9.7%

Office

75,120,112

1,156,835,829

6.5%

Other

5,090,181

31,054,726

16.4%

Public Assembly

5,343,864

90,985,451

5.9%

Retail

57,772,526

503,005,726

11.5%

Unclassified

17,047,354

219,562,540

7.8%

Warehouse

6,164,903

37,847,819

16.3%

465,923,295

4,995,783,903

9.3%

Lodging
Industrial

Overall

5.3.2

KWh Savings

Gas Participation by Business Type Category

Participation rates and savings achieved for gas programs are provided in Table 5-13. The overall
participation rate was 2.7%, which is slightly higher than that found for electric programs. Food Service
accounts participated at nearly twice the rate as other sectors, but the total savings achieved was not high
(indicating projects with relatively low savings). The total percent savings achieved ranged from a low of
0.2% in Food Sales to a high of 2.9% in Healthcare, Lodging and Office.
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Table 5-13: Participation Rates by Business Type - Gas
Participation Rates - Gas
Business Type
Category

Number of
Participants

Education

144

Food Sales

Number of
Therms Savings
Billed
Customers
4,189
1,194,991

Therms Usage

% Participating

% Savings
Achieved

71,897,139

3.4%

1.7%

51

1,483

26,285

11,229,330

3.4%

0.2%

910

7,807

527,332

48,263,181

11.7%

1.1%

Healthcare

69

2,714

1,355,261

46,497,092

2.5%

2.9%

Lodging

42

725

291,255

9,908,001

5.8%

2.9%

Industrial

69

2,909

1,042,596

107,105,369

2.4%

1.0%

Office

1,306

14,912

3,167,335

111,090,381

8.8%

2.9%

Other

56

3,488

217,928

59,977,504

1.6%

0.4%

Public Assembly

77

6,433

105,243

25,796,935

1.2%

0.4%

Retail

252

14,045

476,253

78,428,655

1.8%

0.6%

Unclassified

385

67,362

1,331,443

460,345,370

0.6%

0.3%

7

231

47,484

1,956,954

3.0%

2.4%

3,368

126,298

9,783,407

1,032,495,913

2.7%

0.9%

Food Service

Warehouse
Overall

Table 5-14 includes average percent savings for gas participants by Business Type category. The overall
savings of 9.3% is the same as that for electric projects. All sectors had average percent savings over 5%.
Table 5-14: Average Percent Savings by Business Type - Gas
Average Percent Savings for Gas Participants
Business Type
Category
Education

Therms Usage

% Savings

1,194,991

6,448,493

18.5%

26,285

312,567

8.4%

527,332

8,948,590

5.9%

1,355,261

9,035,644

15.0%

291,255

2,537,427

11.5%

Industrial

1,042,596

19,243,672

5.4%

Office

1,281,012

13,011,019

9.8%

Other

217,928

2,263,055

9.6%

Public Assembly

105,243

1,071,303

9.8%

Retail

476,253

7,850,985

6.1%

1,331,443

14,137,082

9.4%

47,484

489,857

9.7%

7,897,084

85,349,694

9.3%

Food Sales
Food Service
Healthcare
Lodging

Unclassified
Warehouse
Overall
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Conclusions and Recommendations

6.

The principle research objectives of this study were met:





Recent customer usage and program participation data were analyzed to characterize the
Massachusetts energy efficiency market.
A single database was designed and built to provide a consistent source of program tracking and
billing data to support ongoing evaluation efforts.
Participation rates and savings percent were estimated for various customer segments defined by
fuel, PA, size, business type, and load factor.
The processes used to consolidate and normalize PA data were documented, and enhancements to
improve the accuracy of results are recommended in Section 6.2.

A summary of the conclusions and recommendations from this study follow.

6.1

Program Participation Results

This study provides insight about the differences in energy efficiency program participation between
many different sectors. Definitions for the sectors were outlined as part of this analysis, and may be
revised going forward to address specific client needs. Most of the results presented in this report seem
reasonable. Those results that are based on information that are well populated in tracking and billing
system data provide good estimates of the distribution of savings and participants across sectors. These
include the tracking data findings by fuel, PA and end use.




End Use Sectors: From the 2011 tracking data received, it is apparent that the vast majority of
savings were attributable to Custom projects (64% of electric and 81% of gas). Based on electric
end uses, the categories with the highest 2011 savings were Lighting, Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) and Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC). For gas projects, most 2011
savings came from HVAC. This information is useful to inform decisions about future impact
evaluations, so that work is focused in sectors where savings are high to ensure that methods used
to calculate savings are accurate. Based on these findings, an update to the electric HVAC
evaluation performed in 2010 could be considered.
Account Size Sectors: Since the match rate for tracking accounts in the billing data was pretty
high at 86%, and the billing data totals are similar to those in published sources, findings for
sectors defined by size are fairly reliable. However, issues with billing data are still likely to exist,
and sectors with a small number of customers may be influenced by a few bad data points that
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have not yet been resolved. Based on the data provided, it appears that many of the largest
customers participated extensively in energy efficiency programs in 2011, but a much smaller
percentage of small and medium customers did so. However, the average percent savings
achieved by smaller customers was high. This could indicate an opportunity to expand marketing
efforts to smaller C&I customers.
Business Type Sectors: The least reliable results are those presented by Business Type. There
were many gaps in the data delivered. Despite our efforts to supplement the data provided using
customer names to assign business type, the completion rate was still only 58% for billing data.
However, the general trends indicated by the data are probably valid. Certain Business Type
sectors have high participation rates but low average percent savings. For example, gas projects in
the Food Service sector only saved an average of 6%. While this may be due to limitations
inherent to the technologies being installed, it may point to an opportunity for achieving deeper
savings. Among the electric projects, those installed at facilities identified as Food Sales and
Lodging saved less than 6%. Further investigation into the types of measures installed, and the
possibility of expanding marketing of other measures in these sectors would provide a clearer
picture of underlying differences. Another finding related to Building Type is that it appears that
while only 2% of electric accounts classified as Healthcare participated in 2011 programs, their
average savings percent was 23.3%. A similar finding for gas was that only about 3% of
Healthcare and Education accounts participated, but their average percent savings was high. This
may indicate the potential for significantly more savings in these sectors.
Same vs. Different Gas and Electric PAs: An analysis of the participation rates between
customers with the same and different electric/gas PAs revealed some differences. The
participation rate for gas customers with the same electric PA is 2.6%, which is higher than the
1.6% participation rate for those with different electric PAs. This may be an indication of the
challenges faced in coordinating marketing efforts between PAs.

While it is tempting to segment this data further to study participation by combinations of the sectors,
such as Business Type with end use and size, the data do not support it. Additional effort to identify
Business Types for the remaining accounts could improve the accuracy of these results.
In order to estimate market saturation in any sector, it is necessary to compile tracking data for more than
one year. Historical tracking data that have been collected by the MA-LCIEC team since 2010 could be
mined to supplement the 2011 information for some sectors and end uses. However, most of that data
were collected to meet the needs of individual evaluations and do not cover all commercial and industrial
customers. Therefore, it is recommended that this type of study be repeated annually. With multiple years
of data, trends could be identified, and cumulative savings estimated.
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Another area of interest that could not be adequately explored as part of this study was the participation of
multi-family buildings. Although some of the customers were identified as Residential in this data, they
wereall“commercial”bydefinition,anddonotadequately represent the multi-family sector. In order to
explore multi-family participation in a meaningful way, a project that combines residential and
commercial data is recommended. Special tracking and billing data extracts that allow the association of
accounts within buildings, and an effort to aggregate meters to a consistent level would be required. It is
possible that a project like this could dovetail with efforts by the USGBC, the Building Owners and
Management Association, the Real Estate Roundtable and the Institute for Market Transformation to
improve customer data access to whole building energy consumption information.

6.2

Data Quality

The goal of collecting data once to support multiple projects efficiently was met. Data were available for
all MA-LCIEC impact and process evaluations to date, as well as the general C&I survey done by ODC.
This approach was more efficient than that followed in previous years, in which multiple requests were
madeforsubsetsofthedata.Notonlyhasasingledatabasebeenbuiltforthisyear’swork, but the
information will be available for future studies that may require historical information.
Inconsistencies in content and format in tracking data files continue to exist. Programs to read them have
been developed, but there is nothing that can be done when the information is missing or not accurate.
Specific recommendations for tracking data improvements were described in the MA-LCIEC Project 10
Process Evaluation1, and will not be repeated here. It is recommended that the PAs develop a plan to
improve the consistency and accuracy of their tracking systems within the next few years.
In general, the PA representatives rely on their IT support staff to create billing data extract files. In many
cases, there were several iterations required to get all of the available data transmitted. Some provided
billing usage records in one file, and other customer characteristics in others. When this happens at
different points in time, it is inevitable that there will be some accounts that do not match.
The account matching issues need to be pursued further, as does the ability to associate gas and electric
accounts. Statewide premise or location identifiers would be great, but are not likely to be implemented in
the near term. Within PAs that serve gas and electriccustomers,NSTAR’seffortstotrackaccount
numbers for both fuels in the same database offers an example of the potential for progress in this area.

1

“MassachusettsLargeCommercial& IndustrialProcessEvaluation(Project10)”,KEMAInc.,July20,2012.
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Data Acquisition

A.

The foundation for this project is the billing and tracking data information provided by the PAs. This is
the first time that KEMA has requested comprehensive data on all C&I customers. The ability of the PAs
to respond in a timely manner varied greatly; in some cases several iterations were required in order to
collect most of the available data. In the end, there were a couple of gaps that were not filled, but the vast
majority of data were provided.
As data were received, they were reviewed briefly to confirm general contents, and follow-up requests
were made for clarification and to supplement the files provided. It turned out that some PAs found
additional sources to fill in gaps in the data they provided initially. This iterative process continued well
into October, 2012, when it was necessary to end the data collection step.
The following sections describe the data request and provide summaries of the information received.

A.1 - Data Request
A memo requesting billing and tracking data was issued on April 23, 2012. In light of the efforts required
to assemble this information, and the fact that certain impact evaluation projects needed tracking data
quickly, the elements of the request were ranked by priority. Tracking data for Large C&I Custom
projects were requested first, followed by the remaining tracking data, then finally billing data for all C&I
customers. The full data request is attached as Appendix B. It included the following key elements:


2011 Tracking Data for Large and Small C&I programs:
─ Customer Information (Name, Address, Account or Premise ID, Business Type, etc.)
─ Project Information (Measure, End Use, Savings, etc.)
─ Equipment Information (Model, Size, etc.)
─ Contractor/Vendor Information (Vendor Name, Address, etc.)



Billing Consumption Data for all C&I customers (2010 through present):
─ Customer Information (Name, Address, Account or Premise ID, Business Type, etc.)
─ Consumption Records for each billing period (Usage, Start and Stop date, KW demand for
electric only)

Since the expected volume of data was large, the intent was to use the MA-LCIEC Share Point site as a
secure transfer vehicle. Due to several PA issues with the site, alternate transfer methods were employed
as needed.
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A.2 -Data Received
By October, 2012, a total of 166 billing and tracking data files were received from the eight PAs. These
included Microsoft Excel and Access formats, as well as text files. Unfortunately, some of the PAs were
unable to provide some of the fields requested, and even when they did provide them, the values were
sometimes not filled in. A summary of the files received, and the extent to which certain key fields were
populated was developed and can be provided upon request.
Almost 15 million billing records were received from the PAs. This count represents various levels of
aggregation across the PAs, which gets addressed in later data processing steps. Some of the PAs sent one
row per month, while others sent one row for each account, with multiple columns for the months.
The tracking data received also varied by PA, in terms of level of detail. In all, over 68,000 tracking
records were received. Some PAs provided one row per project, some provided one row per project and
measure, and others provided even more detail by location within a facility. While the request was for all
programs, including Large C&I, Small Business, and Direct Install, two of the gas PAs (Columbia Gas
and Berkshire Gas) did not provide data for Direct Install projects in their area. As a result, their savings
values may be understated.
As part of our initial data processing, we calculated the percent complete for every field in the Tracking
and Billing data. Percentages were produced from the number of records in the PA datasets for which the
value for each of the key fields is not missing. Key gaps included:





Customer names and addresses were available for only 88% of electric and 68% of gas billing
records. These gaps (for some NGRID Electric and all Columbia Gas accounts) reduced the
number of accounts for which we could assign business types based on names.
Tracking data were also missing customer names for 6% of the gas projects.
Other tracking data gaps did not impact this study, but do create issues when the data are used for
evaluation work. Contact names were missing for 77% of gas projects (NGRID Gas and
Columbia Gas not provided), and site addresses were missing for 61% of gas projects (NGRID
Gas not provided)

Other fields that were not populated consistently included Program Type (New Construction vs. Retrofit)
and Track (Custom vs. Prescriptive). Where these missing values could be derived from other
information, or assumed from context, logic was applied in later steps to fill in gaps wherever possible.
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B.

Data Request Memo

To:

Massachusetts Program Administrators
Date: April 20, 2012
From: Roberta Laccetti, DNV KEMA
Copy: Ryan Barry, Dan Barbieri, Curt Puckett, DNV KEMA;
EEAC Consultant
Subject:

MA-LCIEC Tracking and Billing System Data Requests

We are pleased to begin data collection for the 2012 evaluations and assessments for the Large
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Energy Efficiency Programs in Massachusetts. In order to design and
select samples, and to perform other analyses for upcoming studies, it is necessary for DNV KEMA to
obtain recent program tracking and billing consumption data.
There are a number of projects that require these data, each of which has a different timeline. In order to
support all projects we are requesting that data be provided according to the following priority list and
schedule. To the extent that it is convenient to add information for later requests into the files provided
for earlier requests, please feel free to do so. The categories of information that we need, and the
schedule required to support upcoming projects are as follows:
•
Large C&I 2011 Custom Electric Tracking Data: We are seeking tracking data for Large C&I
custom program participants to support planned impact evaluations (Refrigeration, Motors, Other,
HVAC). Please see Attachment 1 for a list of the specific data that are required. In order to allow us to
select a sample and install metering to capture summer measurements, please provide this data as soon as
possible, but not later than May 3, 2012.
•
Upstream Lighting Program Data: In order to perform process and impact evaluations of this
program, we need to obtain tracking data about the contractors participating in the program, as well as the
customer sites at which the measures have been installed. It is our understanding that a third party vendor
maintains these records. Please put DNV KEMA in touch with the party responsible for data collection,
or request an extract of all information available about the customers and contractors participating in the
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program during 2011 and 2012. Please provide this information as soon as possible, but not later than
May 3, 2012.
•
All C&I 2011 Tracking Data (Gas and Electric): The new Customer Profile project, the Medium
Customer Needs assessment and other planned projects require tracking information for all (not just
Large) Commercial and Industrial participants. Attachment 1 contains a list of the required data
elements. Please provide this data no later than May 11, 2012.
•
All C&I Billing Data (Gas and Electric) – January 2010 through Present: Customer Profile
project and the Medium Customer Needs assessment also require billing data to analyze customers by
size category. The specific data that should be included are listed in Attachment 2. Please provide this
data no later than May 18, 2012.
Attached are lists of the specific items that are required for the tracking and billing data requests.
ElectronicdatashouldbeuploadedtoyourPA’sdocumentlibraryonSharePointlocatedat
(https://usprojects.kema.com/sites/malciec/18/default.aspx). These folders are secure, and may only be
accessed by you and a small number of KEMA analysts who need to see them for these studies.
In order to ensure that everyone understands the request, we will schedule an open Q&A session next
week. In the meantime, please direct specific questions regarding this data request to Roberta Laccetti,
DNVKEMA’sanalyticallead.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Best regards,
for KEMA USA, Inc.
Roberta Laccetti
Principal Consultant
DNV KEMA Energy & Sustainability
67 South Bedford St, Suite 201 East
Burlington, MA 01803
Telephone: (781) 418-5715
Mobile: (781) 354-0154
Roberta.Laccetti@dnvkema.com
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Attachment 1: Tracking Data Request for 2011 Participants
For each Commercial or Industrial customer participating in energy efficiency programs in the 2011
program year (all customer sizes), please provide:
Customer Information
Customer Name
Site Address
Site Town
Site Zip Code
Contact Person
Mailing Address
Phone Number
Billing Account or Premise Number (or other link to Billing Data)
Business or Facility Type
Project Information
Project or Application Number
Date Installation Complete
Program (Lost Opportunity vs. Retrofit)
Track (Custom vs. Prescriptive)
Fuel Type (gas, electric, both)
Measure Category
End Use
Detailed Measure Description
Quantity Installed
Units for Quantity
Gross Electric Savings Estimate (Annual kWh)
Gross Demand Savings Estimate (Summer and Winter KW)
Percent On-Peak Energy Savings (% On-Peak kWh)
Gross Gas Savings Estimate (Annual Therms)
Measure Lifetime
Total Project Cost
Incentive Paid by Utility
Equipment Information
Manufacturer
Model Number
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Capacity or Size Category
Contractor / Vendor Information
Vendor Name
Vendor Contact Name
Vendor Address
Vendor Town
Vendor Phone Number
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Attachment 2: Billing Data Request
For each Commercial or Industrial customer served (all customer sizes), please provide monthly billing
data from January 2010 through present:
Customer Information
-

Account Number
Premise or Location Number
Other number that maps customers to tracking data base (if not Account or Premise)
Customer name
Customer site street address
Customer site town

-

Customer site zip code
Service plan (or Rate)
Indicator for interval data availability
SIC or NAICS code, or other indicator of Business Type
Contact name
Contact phone number

Energy Consumption Information
For each monthly billing period:
Notes:

Consumption (Therms or kWh)
Start date of billing period
Stop date of billing period
Maximum Demand (KW for electric only)
Billing status code (estimated bill, no bill, etc.)

1.
If there are multiple meters at a customer location, the total consumption at the site should be
provided.
2.
If there are multiple records for a single billing period, the net consumption should be provided.
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Data Consolidation and Normalization

C.

In order to use the variety of data files, formats and naming conventions that were provided by the PAs, it
was necessary to convert them all into a consistent format. The method for accomplishing this was to
construct mapping logic to link the PA’s variable names (which varied by file, program and/or time
frame) to the common set of data elements. The target data elements are based on the items in the data
request.
Due to differences in the level of detail represented by each record in the PA files, various levels of
aggregation were required. An example of this is the NSTAR tracking data, in which a record may
represent lighting fixtures installed in individual rooms or floors (within a single project in a single
building). In order to make the NSTAR data consistent with what other PAs provided, records were
aggregated and savings summed when all fields were the same. Descriptions and rationale for additional
aggregations, performed at various stages of data processing are included in this section. The levels of
aggregation represented in the final data sets are described in Appendix D.

C.1

Tracking Data Mapping

All project tracking data from PAs was delivered in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. In some cases there
were multiple files and/or sheets corresponding to different programs. The columns in each sheet were
reviewed to determine how to map them to the target data element. A matrix was developed for each PA
file type to document this mapping; it can be provided upon request.
Once the appropriate columns were identified, the values under each column needed to be normalized for
consistency across PAs. In some cases, the normalization process was straightforward. For example,
differences in measurement units (Therms vs. MMBTU for gas) were converted using standard formulas.
Dates, zip codes, and other text and numeric fields were converted to common formats.
However, other values varied significantly across PAs, and required more structured translation. In these
cases, lookup tables were developed to link each unique value found in the data to a standard category.
Categories that required more significant efforts to map included:






End Use (using the standard DOER categories)
Business Type (described in Section 4.2)
Measure Type (done with engineering input for individual impact evaluations, as needed)
Program Type (e.g., New Construction, Retrofit, Direct Install)
Track (Custom vs. Prescriptive)
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In some cases, data were not provided for key fields, such as program track (custom vs. prescriptive).
Follow-up discussions with PAs, as well as review of measure descriptions, resulted in the assignment of
values for the key data elements for most projects.
Filters were applied to restrict the tracking data to be used for this analysis. Only projects designated as
being claimed in the 2011 program year were included. Projects identified as Technical Assistance were
excluded, since they do not result in direct savings. Since the Large C&I electric tracking data were
provided twice by some PAs (earlier for impact evaluation sample design, then later as part of the all C&I
tracking data request), overlaps were deleted in order to avoid double counting of projects and savings.
For purposes of analyzing tracking data by program, track and end use, the data records were summed by
these variables within each fuel, PA and account. For other analyses, such as those requiring a merge
with billing data, the observations were further summed by fuel, PA and account. Accounts whose
savings totals were zero or missing were deleted.

C.2

Billing Data Processing

Analysts face many challenges when dealing with utility billing consumption data. Generally, the data are
extracted from systems that are structured to support billing transactions, and are not necessarily well
suited to analysis. The fact that billing periods vary by customer and can span multiple months, and the
possibility that there are adjustments that cover multiple periods make it important to handle dates
carefully. There are also situations in which there are gaps in usage records, requiring some proration to
get a good representation of monthly and annual consumption, depending on the application.
Most PAs provided billing consumption data for 2010 through early 2012. The files were delivered in
Excel sheets, text files, and Access databases. All of the data were read in and mapped to consistent target
data formats and names.
The target level of aggregation for billing data is either account or premise. Premise identifiers are
preferable, since they tend to be more stable over time. However, very few of the PAs provided them,
since we asked for an identifier that could be linked to the tracking data, which, in most cases is the
account number. If premise or location identifiers were provided, they were used instead of account. In
thisreporttheterm“account”isusedtorefertowhicheverkeywasprovided.
In order to analyze billing data, steps were taken to normalize the usage by month and year. There are
many methods for normalizing and prorating usage data; in all cases some amount of estimation is
involved because the data are never clean and the allocation of usage across the days in each billing
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period is not known. As part of this project, we decided to estimate calendar month usage for each
account, and then combine the months by year. The process for deriving monthly and annual consumption
totals for each account was:








Map the information provided by the PAs to the data elements requested. The mapping matrix for
individual PAs can be provided upon request.
Create an array for each account containing the days from January 2009 through December 2012.
For each record, allocate the total consumption evenly across the days in the billing period. The
resulting allocation may not cover all of the dates in the overall array.
Calculate the total daily usage for each account by summing across the records for each date, thus
combining multiple meters, cancellations and re-bills within accounts).
Sum the usage across dates within calendar months by account. If there are fewer than the
expectednumbersofdaysinamonth,proratethetotaltoestimateacompletemonths’usage.
Sum the monthly usage amounts for each account to get annual consumption. If there are fewer
thantwelvemonthsavailable,proratethetotaltoestimateafullyears’consumption.
For electric accounts with KW demand values, the data were aggregated similarly, except that
instead of calculating sums across periods, we calculated maximums.

Many of the accounts were missing at least some billing data, and consideration was given to whether it
was better to use prorated annual usage, or simply the sum of the available months. The goal of this
project is to estimate total use by sector, not individual customer, and compare it to tracking savings
values (which are annual). Therefore, we decided to fill data gaps by using the available months to
calculate annualized usage. This may result in an overstatement of total use in some cases, but several
tests revealed that the prorated totals were a better representation (see Appendix D for a description of
how the calculated billing use compared to totals in other external sources).

C.3

Merging Billing and Tracking Data

The analysis of participation rates and savings by sectors defined by size requires that tracking data and
billing data be matched by account. Since the projects were completed sometime in 2011, we decided to
use 2010 billing data as a basis for comparison of savings to consumption. This way, the impact of 2011
projects would not be reflected in the usage amounts. A disadvantage of this approach is that the savings,
whicharebasedonatheoretical“typical”year’susage,arebeingcomparedtoactual2010usage.Time
and budget permitting, we could have weather normalized the 2010 usage to better represent a normal
year. As it happens, 2010 was much warmer than normal. The number of cooling degree days was 45%
higher, and the number of heating degree days was 9% lower than the 20-year average (in Boston).
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There are several factors that prevent a 100% match between the account numbers in tracking system data
and those in billing records. First, the formats, in terms of leading or lagging zeroes or the number of
digits provided, are sometimes different. Inconsistent formats were resolved using code tailored to each
PA. Second, the account numbers may be entered to the tracking system incorrectly. Finally, customer
account numbers may change over time for various reasons.
The extent to which we were successful in matching account numbers in tracking data to billing data
varied by PA. These are shown in Table C- 1. Overall, the successful matches represented 86% of
accounts.
Table C- 1: Tracking Account Matching Percent
Fuel

PA

Electric

CLC

Electric

Number of Tracking
Accounts

Number Matched in
Billing

% Matched

487

449

92.20%

NGRID

2,734

2,566

93.86%

Electric

NSTAR

3,598

3,363

93.47%

Electric

UNITIL

46

34

73.91%

Electric

WMECO

685

610

89.05%

7,550

7,022

93.01%

Total
Gas

BERKSHIRE

87

67

77.01%

Gas

COLUMBIA

316

205

64.87%

Gas

NEW ENGLAND

28

25

89.29%

Gas

NGRID

2,268

1,415

62.39%

Gas

NSTAR

666

620

93.09%

Gas

UNITIL

27

23

85.19%

Gas

Total

3,392

2,355

69.43%

Overall

Total

10,942

9,377

85.70%

Analyses that require billing data to categorize an account will be limited to those for which a match was
found. Other analyses, for which the tracking data provide all of the information required to segment the
accounts, will include all tracking accounts, even if a match was not found in billing. The assumption
being made here is that the usage for these un-matched accounts exists in the billing data somewhere, just
not under the same account number.
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Data Validation and Organization

D.

Once billing and tracking data were consolidated, a number of validity checks were performed to detect
major data issues. Some were resolved, but time was not spent to clean up every account. As a result, any
application of this data on an individual customer basis will require further validation and editing. For
purposes of this study, where all analyses are performed on an aggregate basis, we believe that the data
are sufficiently accurate.
Once the data were validated, we created several versions of it to support the different analyses going
forward. The final data sets that were created are described in the section on Data Organization below.

D.1

Validation

Data review was performed at the individual customer level to detect potential systematic errors in either
the data received, or the processing of it. Two factors examined were:



Savings ratio for participants (annual kWh or therms saved / annual kWh or therms consumed)
Load Factor for electric customers with demand readings (annual kWh / (maximum kW * 8760)

There were a fair number of accounts for which the annual savings were significantly higher than the
annual consumption. Further investigation revealed that some billing data had been handled incorrectly.
In other cases, it appears that the account numbers in the tracking data are incorrect, and that the savings
really belong to another account (or group of accounts). However, as long as this study considers totals
only, the impact of account mismatches is less severe than if we were evaluating individual customers.
Similarly, load factors outside an expected range led to further scrutiny, and the discovery of some data
issues.
A second type of validation that was attempted was to compare total customer counts and usage from the
processed billing data to other sources. Billing data received from the PAs are summarized in Table D-1.
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Table D-1: 2010 Billing Data Summary Statistics
Fuel

PA

Number of
Accounts
24,557

Usage Total*

Electric

CLC

Electric

NGRID

168,576

13,316,646,108

Electric

NSTAR

127,569

11,424,674,537

Electric

UNITIL

3,191

213,482,486

Electric

WMECO

21,746

2,207,290,336

345,639

28,118,706,830

Electric

Total

956,613,363

Gas

BERKSHIRE

4,330

36,237,789

Gas

COLUMBIA

40,484

354,335,158

Gas

NEW ENGLAND

4,154

25,385,401

Gas

NGRID

48,135

340,243,813

Gas

NSTAR

27,985

265,385,024

Gas

UNITIL

1,210

10,908,727

126,298

1,032,495,912

Gas

Total

* Electric Usage in KWh, Gas Usage in Therms

Reports from the Energy Information Agency (EIA), the MA Department of Public Utilities, and other
consultant studies were reviewed. The overall billing totals were fairly similar, but when comparisons
were made by PA, the results were not as clear. Table D- 2 shows some of these discrepancies for Electric
billing, and
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Table D- 3 shows the results for Gas billing. It is not unusual to see differences between different sources
of customer counts and energy deliveries. At this point it is difficult to tell which sources are more
reliable; it is likely that all of them contain some inaccuracies.

Table D- 2: Comparison of Electric Billing Totals by PA
Project 18 Totals
Utility
National Grid
NSTAR
Unitil

4

WMECO
Total
1

Number of
Customers
168,576

Usage Total

DOER Totals

1

Usage Total

EIA Totals

2

13,316,646,108

Number of
Customers
156,475

12,611,393,247

Number of
Customers
Not available

Not available

Number of
Customers
114,147

152,126

12,381,287,900

155,021

14,513,886,145

Not available

Not available

36,132

3,191

213,482,486

3,632

301,325,346

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

35,359,000,000

Not available

Not available

21,746

2,207,290,336

21,262

2,255,143,568

Not available

345,639

28,118,706,830

336,390

29,681,748,306

250,680

Usage Total

Market Study 3
Usage Total
11,055,339,215
8,464,942,739

DOER Monthly Retail Market Reports - 2010

2

EIA 2010 State Profiles (Retail Sales)
3 Point 380 Market Opportunity Study - 2010
4 Nstar and CLC are combined in Project 18 Totals
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Table D- 3: Comparison of Gas Billing Totals by PA
Project 18 Totals
Utility

Number of
Customers
4,330

1

MA DPU Totals

36,237,789

54,942,600

Not available

Number of
Customers
Not available

40,484

354,335,158

28,769

238,649,580

24,714

Not available

Not available

Not available

4,154

25,385,401

3,301

21,536,120

3,614

Not available

Not available

Not available

NGRID

48,135

340,243,813

88,102

515,074,040

64,546

Not available

76,756

NSTAR

27,985

265,385,024

26,790

261,747,570

21,621

Not available

22,808

UNITIL

1,210

10,908,727

1,603

18,891,770

1,576

Not available

Not available

Not available

126,298

1,032,495,912

153,455

1,110,841,680

120,291

Not available

Not available

Not available

New England

Total
1

Usage Total

Market Study 3

Number of
Customers
4,220

Columbia

Usage Total

2

Number of
Customers
4,890

Berkshire

Usage Total

EIA Totals

Usage Total
Not available

701,092,838
198,924,126

EIA-176 Report Data - 2010

2

MA DPU Presentation (2009 data)
3 Point 380 Market Opportunity Study - 2010

D.2

Data Organization

In order to support the analysis for this project, several databases were created from the billing and
tracking data received from the PAs, once it was consolidated and standardized.










All tracking data, including multiple rows per account and project for some PAs. The data include
customer name and address, account number, business type, gross therms savings or gross kWh
savings, summer and winter KW savings (electric only), track (prescriptive vs. custom), program
type (new construction vs. retrofit), end use, and detailed installed measure information.
Aggregated Tracking #1, which is summarized by fuel, PA, account, track, end use and program
type. This contains fewer records than the raw data, but still maintains enough detail to produce
summaries by major categories of interest. Measure level information is not present at this level
of aggregation.
Aggregated Tracking #2, which is further summarized by account. This is the level required to
merge the tracking and billing data sets. In this version, savings amounts are used to create
“savingssize”categoriesforanalysis.
Billing data are processed as described above and stored in separate data sets for each year. The
data include account number, customer name and address, business type, and monthly and annual
consumption (and demand for electric only). Size categories are defined by KW for electric and
therms for gas accounts.
Billing and tracking data are then merged by account number. The final data set contains all
accounts for which there is a match between billing and tracking (program participants), those
billing accounts that are not found in tracking (apparent non-participants), and those tracking
accounts that are not matched in billing (additional program participants). A flag is created to
distinguish these three types of matches.
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In the final data set, accounts are assigned to categories for analysis based on their business type, usage
size, saving size and load factor. The definitions for these size categories were based on a general strategy
of creating groups with similar numbers of accounts. These may be modified if different cut points are of
interest.
Other levels of aggregation were created for impact and process evaluations as needed. For some, it was
necessary to assign measure groups and maintain this level of detail. For others, aggregated was done by
name or phone number to support phone surveys. These versions become part of the projects they
support.
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